Earth Healing Methods Table 2014:
Create a power place by
connecting heaven and earth
with the love of the surrounding
area: Invite all three aspects
with your heart and let them
flow together. Where you feel
resistance, release it deep in
your heart by asking Jesus to
do so: „please, may you release
it in my heart“. Trees can help!

Healing of a division or cut in
the landscape (Two people
stand opposite each other.
Connect deep in the heart with
your partner, then let the
energies of the landscape
behind you flow together till you
feel a stability in that flow.)

Ask the angels for help or for
light. Possibly bring down a
present for the region, or use a
healing tool which you received
from the landscape/arc- angels.
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Here a certain energy shall be
manifested, Ask your inner guidance
which energy it is and where it wants
to go: may be into a stone, the water
or the floor underneath you. (Ask the
divine mother to open the material
structure before).

The elemental beings here (elfs,
dwarfs, etc.) have pain. Connect
with Pan in your heart and
expand his energy from there.
Before that ask where exactly.
Just by the touch of Pan’s love
the beings of nature can get
restored to their origin and joy.

Elemental beings like elfs, fairies,
dwarfs etc. want to live here. Ask
Pan where they should come
from. With Pan in your heart you
invite them from this (possibly
distant) place to this place.
Livelihood moves in.

Look at a map – for an
overregional topic or for
continuing or working
more distant from here.

Ask the avatars, dolphins,
trees, dragons, the sun or the
„warriors of pan“ for help.

Awaken tree(s) in that place.

Sound place: Feel the sounds
of earth and heaven, swing with
them and create suiting sounds
out of yourself into all layers:
stones pants, layers of ground
and air. Like an accord.

Here is a soul aspect missing in
the landscape. Feel the landscape
minimized under your hands, feel
the "hole"“and move back to the
past with your hands, pick up the
aspect, clear it with the love of
your heart and give it into the
heart of the landscape angel.

Ask your inner guidance
yourself what to do – e.g. use
one of your own methods,

Use Shiva’s / Babaji‘s „art of
light war“. Beginners follow
CD-instructions step by step.

You are ready, or there is
nothing to do here right now.

Text for bound souls (please ask from where you shall read it
and for which area you shall do so.Then read it three times:
To all the beings in my aura, in this room and in the
surrounding area, that are not in unity with the love
Jesus (Shiva, Kali) I send love and light. Each of you is
created out of God – and this pure origin of divine love
is always complete inside of you: In this moment, you
are pure divine love – and you will always be this love in
full completeness. As beings whole, complete and free
you never lost anything. You are one with the origin,
entire and secure. And now you can go home – as
light into the light, as eternal love inside eternal love.
Your eternal home is now ready for you. And so I ask
Jesus (Shiva, Kali) to guide you there now.
Go there in peace - Om namah Shivay !
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